**SHINGLE INSTALLATION**

Start at either rake and lay in either direction.

**First Course:**

Start with full shingle.

**Second Course:**

Trim first shingle at first alignment slit 12" (305mm).

**Third Course:**

Trim first shingle at second alignment slit 24" (610mm).

**Fourth Course:**

Trim first shingle at first alignment slit 12" (305mm).

**Remaining Courses:**

Repeat the 1st - 4th course instructions on remaining courses, starting the fifth course with a full shingle.

**NOTES:**

1. Continue each course with whole shingles.
2. Slide a chalk line about every 6 courses to check parallel alignment with eaves.

**NAILS PENETRATIONS SHALL NOT BE VISIBLE FROM THE EXTERIOR OF THE BUILDING AT THE GABLE ENDS AND EAVES.**
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